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450 guests celebrated the
premiere of Pacific Visions.
The unique performance highlighted
the potentials of the new theater.

Because
of you...
200
Students visited Pacific

Pacific Visions is Open
The award-winning building is open; guests are
experiencing the innovative design, interactive exhibits,
and immersive theater. The space is starting important
conversations and redefining the Aquarium experience.

Visions on opening day

6,052
Guests attended Pacific
Visions grand opening
events

29,000
Square feet of new
exhibit space
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26
Named seats in the

Honda Pacific Visions
Theater

4
Shows played every

hour in the new theater
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With their naming of the Honda Pacific Visions Theater, American Honda Motor Co., Inc. provided critical support to the expansion.
Thank you for empowering millions of Aquarium visitors to dream of a more sustainable future since 1998!

Thanks for
your support of
Pacific Visions
and being part of
this new chapter
in Aquarium
history.
Students from the marine science program at Lakewood High School were among the first
to experience Pacific Visions. Taiko drummers greeted them as they entered the new wing.

Because
of you...

Endangered Species
Populations are
Recovering

1,655
White abalone released
1,000
Sharks identified by
our Global FinPrint
volunteers

After collaborating with other project partners for the past eleven years, your Aquarium helped release white abalone off our coast to help
the endangered species’ population rebound.

3
Turtles rehabilitated
and released

40,280
Photos taken by whale
photo ID interns

3
Successful artificial

insemination procedures
on bamboo sharks

3
New giant sea bass born,
raised, and on exhibit

Thanks to your support, the Aquarium shared avocet chicks with
other facilities under the recommendation of the animal’s Species
Survival Plans. SSPs maintain healthy populations of critical
animals in zoo and aquarium settings.

“Aristurtle” needed a hook removed from her throat. Your
Aquarium’s veterinary team provided the necessary care and
rehabilitation before releasing her to the ocean in front of a crowd
of well-wishers.

5
American avocet chicks
hatched

Animal care staff continue to refine their breeding techniques for endangered giant sea
bass. While three juveniles are now on exhibit, future efforts to release captive-bred
individuals to the native population are in the works.

Thanks to 101 supporters,
the Field Trip Face campaign provided
3,154 students a visit to the Aquarium
this school year.

Because
of you...

Our Community is Better
Connected to the Ocean
and Each Other

153,621

Students and teachers
served

40,711

Students served through
the Scholarship Program

40

Guest lectures

8

Aquatic Academy
sessions

2

Teen volunteers led sustainability workshops for community members after participating
in the Urban Climate Action Network (UCAN) conference in Baltimore, Maryland.
The students were inspired to form the Teen Climate Council to continue sharing
their message.

New Science on a
Sphere films

171,023

Volunteer and intern
hours

19,954

Teen volunteer hours

1,657

Volunteers and interns
Corporate volunteers from New York Life, Bank of America, and other groups
participated in the annual Coastal Clean-Up Day. Thanks to Aquarium Trustees Jason
DePetris and Justin Wong for their leadership in continuing to grow the participation in
and impact of this event.

Thank you for being
a part of our past
achievements and our
future success.

OUR VISION

To create an aquarium dedicated to conserving and building Natural Capital (Nature and Nature’s
services) by building Social Capital (the interactions between and among peoples).

